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ABSTRACT
Road roughness is a key parameter for controlling pavement construction processes and for
assessing ride quality of both paved and unpaved roads. This paper describes algorithms used
in processing three-dimensional (3D) stationary terrestrial laser scanning (STLS) point clouds to
obtain surface maps of point wise indices that characterize pavement roughness. The backbone
of the analysis is a quarter-car model simulation over a spatial 3D mesh grid representing the
pavement surface. Two case studies are presented, and results show high spatial variability in
the roughness indices both longitudinally and transversely (i.e., different wheel path positions). It
is proposed that road roughness characterization using a spatial framework provides more
details on the severity and location of roughness features compared to the one-dimensional
methods. This paper describes approaches that provide an algorithmic framework for others
collecting similar STLS 3D spatial data to be used in advanced road roughness characterization.
Keywords: 3D laser Scanning—road roughness—algorithms
INTRODUCTION
Road surface roughness increases vehicle operation and travel delay costs (Gao and Zhang
2013; Ouyang and Madanat 2004); reduces vehicle durability (Bogsjö and Rychlik 2009; Oijer
and Edlund 2004); and reduces ride quality and structural performance (Al-Omari and Darter
1994). Structural performance diminishes faster on rough roads because rough features
increase dynamic stresses that accelerate structural deterioration (Lin et al. 2003). Accurate
evaluation of pavement roughness levels and modes is a key factor in optimizing maintenance
decisions (Chootinan et al. 2006; Kilpeläinen et al. 2011; Lamptey et al. 2008) and a leading
indicator in construction quality assurance/quality control (QC/QA).
In 1986, the International Roughness Index (IRI) was introduced as a time stable pavement
roughness measurement (Sayers et al. 1986; Sayers et al. 1986). Since then IRI has been
widely used because it empirically correlates with ride quality and vehicle operating costs (Gao
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and Zhang 2013; Ouyang and Madanat 2004; Tsunokawa and Schofer 1994). IRI is calculated
by mathematically simulating the quarter-car dynamics and accumulating the quarter-car
suspension response induced by variations in a vertical profile. Current teste method for
measuring longitudinal profiles using an inertial profiler (ASTM E950 / E950M-09) is most suited
for collecting data in one or two or even few profiles, however it is hard to synchronize these
profiles to test the transverse variability in elevation at a specific point. Karamihas et al. (1999)
investigated the variability in the IRI values for different profiles across the road, and reported
that two profiles across the lane are not representative of the entire lane and that drivers typical
wander laterally within a range of 50 cm (20 in).
Another limitation when reporting summary indices with fixed analysis interval, is the ability to
detect localized features, Swan and Karamihas (2003) proposed reporting IRI continuously by
applying a moving average to the suspension response. Studies have shown that local features
affect rider comfort, pavement stresses, and cause most vehicle fatigue damage (Bogsjö and
Rychlik 2009; Kuo et al. 2011; Oijer and Edlund 2004; Steinwolf et al. 2002).
Unlike paved roads, there is a lack of a common set of criteria to evaluate unpaved roads, many
local agencies use visual inspection to estimate an IRI value (Archondo-Callao 1999; Namur
and de Solminihac 2009; Walker et al. 2002). Some agencies combine visual inspection with
direct measurement of defects (e.g., pothole depth, corrugation spacing) (Soria and Fontenele
2003; Woll et al. 2008). Several studies have pointed out the importance of precise assessment
of unpaved road conditions using indirect data acquisition methods such as unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV), ground penetrating radar (GPR), and accelerometers to help transportation
agencies decide whether to maintain or upgrade these roads (Berthelot et al. 2008; Brown et al.
2003; Zhang 2009; Zhang and Elaksher 2012).
Recent developments in laser scanning techniques and light detection and ranging (LIDAR)
sensing have motivated researchers and practitioners to adopt these technologies due to the
accurate and rich data measurements. Recent studies (Fu et al. 2013; Tsai et al. 2010; Zalama
et al. 2011) have demonstrated the effectiveness of laser scanning and LIDAR in identifying
geometrical features of interest (e.g., cracks, bumps). Also, recent studies have investigated the
applicability of using stationary three dimensional (3D) laser scanning techniques in obtaining
IRI by selectively extracting track profiles (Chang and Chang 2006) or by analyzing the surface
to develop spatial roughness maps (Alhasan et al. 2015).
This study will introduce an overview of stationary laser scanning approach and the practical
needs for applications in road roughness assessment. Also a discussion of a procedure and
associated algorithms that can be used in processing 3D point clouds obtained for paved and
unpaved sections, to obtain spatial surface maps of rectified slopes (RS) and IRI values across
road sections. A brief review of frequency based analysis (i.e. Fast Fourier transform, FFT and
Continues wavelet transform) will be introduced as well. Frequency based approaches can
reveal the sources of road roughness. The backbone of the analysis approaches described
herein is a quarter-car model.
DATA COLLECTION USING STATIONARY LASER SCANNER
LIDAR systems measure information (spatial coordinates and color) of a 3D space and store the
information in a 3D point cloud. The term LIDAR is generic, and includes airborne laser
scanning technologies, mobile scanners mounted on vehicles, and stationary laser scanners or
stationary terrestrial laser scanners (STLS), where the laser scanner is fixed at a station with
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known coordinates and based on the distance between the scanner and the detected points, a
geospatially referenced 3D point cloud is constructed. Trimble CX 3D STLS system was used in
two case studies to acquire 3D laser scans. The position accuracy of a single point is 4.5 mm at
30 m and drops to 7.3 mm at 50 m. The distance accuracy is 1.2 mm at 30 m and drops to 2
mm at 50 m. Figure 1 shows the scanner set-up.

Figure 1. Trimble CX 3D laser scanner set-up.
Scanning process starWVE\DFTXLULQJIXOOVFDQWKDWFRYHUVWKHࡈ[ࡈYLHZ7KLVVFDQ
produces a mother file that includes common targets (Figure 2) to be used for registration in the
post processing. Area scans are then conducted to acquire denser point clouds for the areas of
interest. The size of the targets affect the density of the full scan, where smaller targets require
high density full scans to capture them. However, the density of the area scans can vary
depending on the application. In the two case studies, criterion specified to analyze roads
roughness from the point cloud was a maximum spacing of 100 mm in both spatial directions
(longitudinal and transverse) between two consecutive points in the region of interest. By
several trials it was found that a density of 35 mm at 100,000 mm for the area scans produced
sufficiently dense clouds to satisfy the 100 mm spacing criterion.
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Figure 2. Reference point (a) spherical targets and (b) flat black and white target.
After acquiring the data, the scan should be registered in a specialized software. Many activities
can be performed using software packages, such as registration, fitting geometries. Registration
of clouds is done by identifying common targets (spheres or flat targets as shown in Figure 2)
appearing in the full scans of each consecutive station that share a common spatial domain with
other stations. These targets are used as benchmarks to geospatially reference scans by
matching the common target locations in each scan, and thus stitching the scans to produce a
full 3D cloud. Figure 3 shows examples of the registered point clouds. The variation in color
indicates the material reflectivity.

Figure 3. Registered point cloud.
After registration, the point clouds are cleaned of unnecessary data points, where the sections
of interest should be separated from areas beyond the edges of the sections and noise from any
passing vehicles that might appear in the scans. The final data points left after cleaning can be
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exported in ASCII file format; these files contain the x, y, and z coordinates of the points in the
section under consideration.
DATA PROCESSING
Visioning Algorithms
To use the road surface in simulations developed algorithms require a uniformly spaced grid the
longitudinal direction. To achieve that a mesh grid is formed with grid elements that have a
predefined x and y edge dimensions. The grid centre elevation is calculated as the average of
all cloud points falling in that grid region. All points are rotated and translated to a local
coordinate system corresponding to the longitudinal and transvers axes (Zalama et al. 2011).
Transformation for processing along horizontal curves can be achieved by constructing a
curvilinear local coordinate system; however, for simple geometries without curves the point
cloud is rotated globally, where the x axis corresponds to the longitudinal direction and the y
axis to the transverse direction. Vertical slopes are corrected by subtracting the z elevation
along a quadratic fit from the z coordinate of the corresponding transformed points (Alhasan et
al. 2015). Figure 4 shows a pavement section point cloud data after processing in the visioning
algorithm.

Figure 4. Point cloud data after processing in the visioning algorithm
for a pavement section.
Roughness Evaluation Algorithms
Evaluation of roughness described herein is based on the responses of the quarter-car model
described in (ASTM E1926-08). Figure 5 presents a schematic of the quarter-car model. Where
Ms and Mu are the sprung and unsprung masses respectively, ks and kt are the suspension and
tire spring coefficients respectively, and cs is the suspension damping rate.
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Figure 5. Quarter-car model.
The dynamics of the system can be described by four first-order differential equations presented
in a matrix form (Sayers and Karamihas 1996) (Equations 1—4):
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Where hps is the elevation of the profile after applying the moving average smoother;
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are the elevations of sprung and unsprung masses; s and u are elevation time derivatives of
sprung and unsprung masses; k1 is the tire spring coefficient divided by the sprung mass, k2 is
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the suspension spring coefficient divided by the sprung mass, c is the suspension damping rate
divided by the sprung mass, and P is the ratio of unsprung to sprung mass. Two approaches
can be followed to solve this system, a finite difference solution that solves the system in
stepwise fashion and a frequency domain solution (Fourier analysis). The outcome of the
solution is the rectified slope profile, which is the time rate at which the sprung mass is moving
in the z direction relative to the unsprung mass. This index reflects the suspension rate for a
quarter-car model.
Finite Difference Algorithms

The differential equation described in Equation 1 can be solved in state-space form as shown
Equation 5 (Murray et al. 1994; Sayers and Karamihas 1996). FORTRAN code is provided in
(ASTM E1926-08) to solve this system. The code can be translated to MATLAB code and used
to simulate the quarter-car model over each longitudinal strip in the grid developed from the
point cloud. A longitudinal strip is defined as a sequence of grid elements in the x direction
having one y coordinate. The longitudinal strips are used as an input profile for simulations. This
approach leads to a surface roughness map where the rectified slope is a function of the
variable x and the fixed coordinate y. Because each profile is simulated independently,
transverse effects such as rolling and pitch are not included.

X i S X i 1  P h ps

(5)
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X, A, hps, and B are predefined in Equations 1—4, 'x is the spacing between profile points, v is
the assumed speed of the model, and I is the identity matrix. The finite difference algorithm is
implemented in many commercial packages and proved efficiency when used in analysing long
profiles. However, the algorithm suffers from long memory effects, where the rectified slope at a
point is affected by the elevation of previous points back to several meters, reaching 10 meters
in some cases, and thus the starting point affects the results when analysing short profiles
(Swan and Karamihas 2003). The critical length of the profile depends on several factors, the
smoothness of the profile to be analysed and the sampling frequency of the data acquisition
system.
Frequency domain algorithms

Frequency analysis is another approach to solve the described dynamic system. This approach
namely depends on transforming the state equations from spatial to frequency or quasifrequency domain. The analytical description of quarter-car model is best explained in terms of
random signal analysis, where fast Fourier transformation (FFT) can be a helpful tool for such
analysis. The basic assumption in this approach is that any profile can be decomposed into
building sinusoids, for infinite precision the signal should be decomposed to an infinite number
of sinusoids, however only finite number can be used to describe a signal. Results for the FFT
analysis can be characterized by examining the height amplitude versus spatial frequency plots
(Alhasan et al. 2015), or by applying a band-pass filter (Liu and Herman 1999) that
characterizes the analytical solution of the quarter car model in frequency domain, this filter
results in rectified slope profile.
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Wavelet analysis techniques were developed independently in different fields (i.e., pure
mathematics, physics, and engineering) to overcome the time-frequency resolution issue in
Fourier analysis (Boggess and Narcowich 2009; Daubechies 1992). This issue results from the
assumption that sines and cosines, which are infinitely periodic functions, are building blocks for
any function. This assumption induces uncertainty in the analysis, where high resolution cannot
be achieved simultaneously in both frequency and space domains. Wavelets, which can be
thought of as wave pulses that translate in the spatial domain and can change size (i.e., dilate
or shrink), are used as building blocks to overcome the time-frequency resolution issue.
Wavelets come in families, and for each family there is a wavelet, the “mother wavelet,” and a
scaling function, a “father wavelet,” although some families do not include scaling functions.
Wavelet dispersion is controlled by a scale factor ‘a’, where larger scale factors correspond to
dilated waves and smaller scale factors correspond to shrunken waves.
Wavelet transform projects (transforms) the profile on a wavelet function at different scales
(layers of details) to result in wavelet coefficients describing the correlation between the signal
and the wavelet function. This decomposition allows examining the location of features with
certain frequency bands with known effect on vehicle response, and thus provides a valuable
tool to determine localized features (Alhasan et al. 2015).
CASE STUDIES
Road roughness of two road sections was evaluated, the sections include a 55 m long rural
unpaved road and a 58.8 m long HMA overlay over a jointed plain concrete pavement (JPCP)
pavement. Figures 6a and 6b show the rectified slope map for rural road and the paved road
respectively.
For the unpaved road the left lane extends between stations 0 and 3 in the transverse distance,
and the right lane extends between stations 0 and -3. This map reveals great details, for
instance the central region is unsystematically rough compared to the rest of the scan area,
however a localized rough region appears in the left lane between stations 50 and 55, which
corresponds to a loose pile of aggregate. The paved road surface map includes an
approximately 3 m wide lane that extends between stations 0 and 4. The map shows the
severity and location of the reflective cracks in the transvers direction.
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Figure 6. Absolute rectified slope surface maps for (a) unpaved and (b) paved roads.
The average of rectified slope values along each profile is defined as its IRI, since the map was
generated by simulating a quarter-car model moving at a speed of 80 km/h. Figure 7 shows the
IRI values versus width for both roads, it can be noticed that IRI values are highly variable. Due
to the high variability in IRI values it is proposed to base the conclusions regarding surface
roughness on the IRI versus width plots, and if a single summary index is needed median would
be a more proper way to report overall IRI values than the average. The advantage of using the
median is robustness to outliers.
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Figure 7. IRI versus width for both road sections included in the study.
To investigate the reason for low IRI values for the unpaved section, two profiles were
transformed to frequency space, one profile corresponding to maximum IRI value and another
profile corresponding to minimum IRI value. Each profile was decomposed into its constituent
spectrum using the FFT (Figure 8). Presenting the results as height amplitude versus spatial
frequency clearly shows different components of amplitude and frequency. The threshold for
“smooth” was set at amplitude less than 0.4 mm. “Unsystematically rough” is defines as
amplitude greater than 0.4 mm, but variable over a range of spatial frequencies. “Corrugation” is
defined as amplitude with a central peak of greater than 0.7 mm and a spatial frequency of 1.5
to 2.5 (1/m). By examining the results this way, the source of roughness can be distinguished.
And it can be seen that highest amplitudes are due to corrugations, however the quarter-car
filter attenuates these frequencies, which results in substantially lower IRI values.

Figure 8. FFT for road profiles in (a) smooth surface with corrugations,
(b) unsystematically rough surface with corrugations.
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SUMMARY AND CONLUSIONS
This paper introduces the frame work of quantitative techniques for evaluating the surface
roughness of paved and unpaved roads. Methods for evaluating the surface roughness can be
set to two main categories, finite difference simulation and frequency domain analysis. The key
findings from this research are:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Terrestrial laser scanning is a promising technology to assess a range of surface
conditions for unpaved roads.
2-D Surface roughness maps were developed using the information obtained from the
laser scanner.
Algorithms used in producing 2-D roughness maps are semi-automated, and further
developments are expected to introduce fully automated algorithms that can process the
data directly after scanning.
IRI values are highly variable across the road section, thus it is hard to define the
appropriate profile to be used as the representative profile.
The proposed analysis technique can be used to identify localized rough features.
Finite difference simulations are not suitable for short profiles.
Filtering of the profiles in Fourier space as a tool to get the spatial roughness maps are
more suitable compared to finite difference algorithms for analyzing short profiles,
however wavelet analysis provide a more robust approach to analyze short profiles and
identify localized features.
At this stage, high resolution terrestrial laser scans are time consuming and require
trained personnel; however, newer terrestrial laser scanners will be able to reduce the
data acquisition time significantly due to faster scanning rates and longer ranges.
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